
Today’s security installations encompass more than just security alone. Threats like fire, toxic 
gas leak and water incursions are now common issues in homes and offices which need to be 
addressed. Stratel offers a complete line of environmental and safety sensors to complement 
new and existing installations. They protect against unfavourable temperatures, cooking gas 
leakage, water leakage, starting fires and power failures. These sensors integrate easily with 
our range of control panels, permitting the full supervision and reporting of not just intrusions 
but also environmental threats. This in turn makes the overall security solution a more 
compelling selling proposition for home users. 

Monitoring of 

Critical 

Environments 

has never been this  

SIMPLE. 
 

Control Losses 

The environment can rob 

consumers, just as any 

burglar, by causing 

damaged or ruined 

inventory, damaged 

facilities, expensive 

clean-ups, lost records, 

safety hazards, and 

insurance hikes. 

    

Think of the Possibilities 

Any alarm control panel 

with remote notification 

can now be converted 

into a 24-hour guard for 

fire, temperature, gas, 

water and power failure 

problems. 

SD2-12H 

•"2 in 1" unit (heat +  
smoke) 

•Dual LED with memory 
latch feature 

•Easy testing using 
standard magnet 

•2-wire connection 

•57°C thermal threshold 

•12-28VDC operation 

•100A standby current 

•70mA alarm current 

•60 seconds start-up time 

SD4-12H 

•"2 in 1" unit (heat + smoke) 

•Dual LED with memory latch 
feature 

•Easy testing using standard 
magnet 

•4-wire connection 

•57°C thermal threshold 

•12-28VDC operation 

•100A standby current 

•35mA alarm current 

•60 seconds start-up time 

• NC/NO relay output 

D - 103 

•Dual stage fire 
detection (Rate of Rise + 
Fixed Temperature) 

•Compatible with most 
fire and burglar alarm 
system 

•Closes electrical circuit 
upon activation 

TS 300 

•Dual probe temeprature sensor  

•Local sensor 0° to 60°C +/- 1.7°C 

•Remote optional probe  -40°C to 
-60°C +/- 2.2°C 

•Programmable hysteresis 
prevents multiple alarms 

•Local audio alarm with silence 
timeout 

•alarm memory (up to 8 events 

•Two programmable outputs 

•Programmable alarm delay 

 
TS 280R 

Remote 

Temperature Probe 
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NB-332 

•Flame detection of up to 10m 
using UV detector 

•Solar blind with electronic 
filter 

•Fast response time 

•Immune to electrical noise 
and RF interference 

•UV sensitivity range is 185 – 
260nm 

•Indoor usage 

NB - 930 

•Carbon Monoxide detector 

•Japanese made NEMOTO 
electro-chemical sensor 

•3 AAA batteries: up to 5 years 
battery life 

•Timer function 

•Alarm signal exceeding 85dB at 
3m 

•5-year limited warranty for CO-
sensing unit 

NB - 983 

 

•Conventional gas detector 

•Alarm sounder at 70dB 

•4 wire model 

•Advanced detection and 
discrimination algorithms 

•Magnet test feature 

•5-year limited warranty 

 

WS470-12 

•Water detector 

•Monitors up to 2 sensing 
probes (model 470PB) 
simultaneously 

•Selectable (Hi or Low) 
sensitivity setting 

•Supplied with  one 470PB 
external water sensor  
probe 

•Includes Form C output 
relay 

HA-1 

•Humidity controller 

•Nylon banded sensing 
element 

•Monitors throughout 20% 
to 80% RH 

•SPDT output switch for 
activation of systems 

•Requires no power to 
operate 

• Contact output rating  
50VA @ 24 VAC 

•Single set point 

 

470-12 

 

•Water sensor 

•Monitor up to 2 sensors 
simultaneously 

•Selectable sensitivity setting 

•One 470B external water 
probe included 

•SPDT Form C relay contact 

•Suitable for detection of any 
non-flammable liquid with 
low voltage and current 

FACT: 
There are more property insurance claims due to damage by water leakage, 

temperature extremes, improper humidity and power failure annually than by 
burglary or fire. 
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